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Allie is done with being a special. But the world of alchemy still needs her to dig up a

four-hundred-year-old man for a mother she may not totally trust, then create the stone to end all

stones. After that, sheâ€™s free. Sounds simple enough . . . that is, if sheâ€™s not used up or dead

by the end of the process.
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Creating the philosophers stone was supposed to be the end but noooo it's just the beginning of

another story. Ugh. Don't get me wrong, I like the series but sometimes the longer the stories go on

the more convoluted they become. We shall see......

Alchemist Academy is Matt Ryan's second series after the Preston Six. Alchemist Academy is a

refreshing series about Alchemist and their ability to make stones. Stones that can be anything.We



pick this story with Allie and Mark. They are now at camp with Allie's mother Cathy. They are trying

to revive Blaine in hopes to make the ultimate stone, the Philosopher Stone. Quinn, who has been

after Allie and Mark since the beginning is also getting close and has made it clear that he wants

Allie on his side.Can Allie and Mark stay strong to make the stone. More importantly, do they want

to? Allie feels the pull to control the stone herself, but knows it would change her and Mark and she

isn't willing to give him up. Mark is far from trusting Cathy and Blaine. Can Allie and her friends keep

Quinn from creating the stone for himself in his quest for more power.This book has so many great

twists, I'm never really sure what side I should be on. Who truly wants to win the war? Who is the

best person to have the stone, or will Allie and Mark realize that some stones should not be made.

Will Allie and Mark walk away from it all? This book will truly grip you from the first page in an

adventure that will leave you speechless.

I can't wait for book 4. This is a wonderful, extremely well written series. The storyline draws you

right in, and the characters really come alive. Matt Ryan is an excellent storyteller and I can't put the

books down once I start.

The best out of the series so far. It has far more insight into the world of alchemy as invented by the

author. He continues to build upon this world and dive deeper into the development of the

characters. There are twists and turns and a few surprises. Great book and I am already looking

forward to the final book.

I absolutely love this series! I would highly recommend it to anyone looking for a great and

interesting read! Great story line and well written!

Ordered book yesterday and have already read 50 percent. That's how good this book is. Matt Ryan

writing keeps getting better and better. Second series for this new author. Science ficture with

romance. Great character development.

This was a very good ending for this trillogy,I really enjoyed every moment of it, just couldn't put it

down

Damn, another gut retching ending and I have to wait for book 4 to come out before I know what

happened to Mark & Allie. Ryan, I dearly love your books, but you sure do like the suspense



endings.
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